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1. Futures prices (GCN16) - LAST WEEK and PRIOR WEEK

Open High Low Closing

1278.30 1318.90 1275.20 1294.80

PRIOR WEEK

1245.50 1280.90 1236.90 1275.90

2. PIVOTS (based on Globex high-low)

Weekly Monthly Yearly

R3 1383.70 1444.00 1485.73

R2 1340.00 1355.30 1299.13

R1 1317.40 1322.90 1179.67

PPT 1296.30 1266.50 1112.53

S1 1273.70 1234.20 993.07

S2 1252.60 1177.90 923.93

S3 1208.90 1089.20 739.33

3. WEEKLY SWING TRADING NUMBERS 

Weekly

2nd  Sell level 1335.50-1337.50

1st  Sell level 1318.50-1320.50

 Key # 1306.50-1303.50

1st  Buy level 1268.30-1266.50

2nd Buy level 1250.50-1253.50

The key # is a control point for up or down moves.  When price moves from one side of that line to the other and stays in
the new range it often indicates a change in trend and the beginning of a stop run. Look for the price to move toward new
support and resistance levels, often at/near our buy or sell range.  
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How to trade the weekly swing trade focus numbers: 

Enter at or close to the focus numbers. The stops are activated by a close above (below) the stop. In 
that case place an order to exit the position at or near your entry as soon as the overnight session 
opens. Maintain the order in the day session if it is not hit overnight, and use a supplemental stop set 
for your maximum allowable daily loss. If you enter the trade and the market moves in your favor, 
take profits at 3, 5, 10, 15 or 20 point intervals. If the price does not approach the entry levels, stand 
aside.  

4. OUTLOOK FOR GOLD

Daily chart 

Last week

GOLD broke above overhead resistance last Thursday and triggered ultra-short-term profit 
taking immediately after it made a high at 1318.90. It spent the majority of the time 
declining and closed under the psychological resistance line ($1300) on Friday.  

This week

it is very difficult to maintain a steep rising trend. Gold is in need of a short-term pause. 

However the intermediate-term and long-term indicators are still very bullish.  A break 
above $1323.50 level should lead GOLD up to medium term $1400 or higher.  
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$1306.50-03.50 is a key zone for this week. 

A failure to move above it will lead $GOLD to retest last week's low area $1275-50. 

But we expect the buyers will continue to enter on dips and help to hold GOLD up if there is
a pullback or pause to go sideways for consolidation this week. 
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